
Ever Never

Name: Date: __/__/20__

In their excitement they will do things that they are sorry for afterwards, and
I have ________ seen anything proposed that would prevent such things.
1.

never

The forest was somehow more clear to him than it had ________ been.2. ever

It was all so familiar; he ________ persuaded himself that everything was
over.
3. never

He was the greatest plotter that ________ lived.4. ever

I wanted to know what it was, but I ________ prayed for it myself.5. never

It might save a lot of trouble in the end, and you ________ knew.6. never

She was sure his father knew, and it ________ seemed to her that these
two sisters were less than sisters to him.
7. never

She vanished in air as smoke, and I ________ saw her more.8. never

He ________ took his eyes off Antinous, who had turned over, and
covering his face with his hands had buried them in the bear's hairy mane.
9. never

But for the sake of my father and brother we were ________ so much as
questioned.
10. never

She was dressed in white now, and looking if possible more lovely than
________.
11.

ever

Suspicion is nine points of the law in these regions, Captain Montague,
and we ________ allow the tenth point to interfere with the course of justice
one way or another.

12.
never

I had taken great pleasure in the work, but I had ________ allowed myself
to be too much absorbed by it.
13. never

Why, of course, I ________ thought of that-shows how dull I'm getting!14. never

I have kept it with me ________ since.15. ever
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________ in his life had he felt weak and incapable before.16. Never

All these months, and you ________ so much as whispered a word!17. never

In the morning the sea was more agitated than ________.18. ever

It would ________ do for the woman to suspect the truth regarding what
she was about to do.
19. never

And more swiftly than ________ she flew on along the path.20. ever
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